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ON THE INJECTIVITY AND FLATNESS

OF CERTAIN CYCLIC MODULES

V. S. RAMAMURTHI1

ABSTRACT. The question of when certain cyclic flat modules of a

ring are injective (and vice versa) is studied. The consequences of the

conditions 'flat' and 'injective' on the simple modules of a ring are dis-

cussed.

Introduction.  The object of this paper is to consider the relationships

between the injectivity and flatness of cyclic modules of the form R/A where

A is a two-sided ideal of the ring R.   In general neither the implication R/A

is right injective  => R/A   is right flat nor its reverse need be true,   However,

Ware [ll] has recently shown that if R is commutative and A is a maximal

ideal, then both implications are true.   We generalize this observation to

noncommutative rings and indicate some conditions under which the injec-

tivity of R/A   implies its flatness.   These considerations lead to Baer's

notion of pR-completeness and it turns out that, for simple modules over com-

mutative rings, pß-completeness is equivalent to injectivity, thus yielding a

new characterzation of commutative von Neumann regular rings.   The paper

ends with a discussion of pR-completeness and flatness of simple modules

over noncommutative rings.

Terminology.   The terms ring, module and homomorphism will mean ring

with unity, unitary right module and right module homomorphism respectively.

Ideal will mean two-sided ideal.   If R is a ring and M is a right ß-module, M

will be said to be /-complete for a right ideal / of R if any homomorphism

/ —> M can be extended to a homomorphism R —* M.

1. Simple modules.   Let A be an ideal of R.   In this section the connec-

tion between the injectivity and flatness of the cyclic module  R/A  is dis-

cussed for the case when A is a maximal right ideal.
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(1.1). Lemma.  R/A is left R-flat if and only if for each x in A there is

some y in A such that x = xy.

Proof.  By Proposition  2.2 of [2], R/A is flat as a left ß-module if and

only if for each x in A there is a left R-homomorphism /: R —► A such that

f(x) = x.   If  y = f(l) then y is in A and x = xy.

(1.2). Lemma.   // R/A  is left R-flat and B is any right ideal of R such

that BCAorB + A = R then R/A is B-complete.

Proof.   Let /: B —* R/A  be a homomorphism.   If ß C A  then, by (1.1),

for any x in B, there is y in A such that x = xy so that f(x) = f(x)y = 0, as y

is in A.   Thus  / = 0 and hence can be trivially extended to a homomorphism

R —» R/A.   If B + A = rv, let ¿> + a = 1 where b is in B and a is in A.   Then

x = bx + ax for any x in B, so that f(x) = f(b)x + f(ax).   But, by (1.1), ax =

(ax)t for / in A.   Since ax is in B, this gives f(ax)= 0.   Thus f(x)= f(b)x

for every x in B, which means that / can be extended to a homomorphism

R -» R/A.

(1.3). Lemma.   Let A be a maximal right ideal of R which is two-sided.

If R/A is pR-complete for each p in R, then R/A is left R-flat.

Proof.   By (1.1), it suffices to show that for each a in A, a £ aA„   Con-

sider the epimorphism /: R/A —» aR/aA defined by (r + A) —► (ar + aA).   If

/ = 0 then aR = aA and so a £ aA.   If f / 0, then / is an isomorphism and

hence  aR/aA is aR-complete, so that the natural map aR —* aR/aA is given

by left multiplication by an element  (ar + aA) of aR/aA.   This means that

a + aA = [ar + aA)a, or  (a - ara) £ aA.   But ara £ aA so that a £ aA.

Putting together (1.2) and (1.3) we get

(1.4). Proposition.   // A is a maximal right ideal of R which is two-sided,

then R/A is left R-flat <=> R/A is right R-injective «=» R/A is pR-complete for

each p in Ka

For arbitrary maximal right ideals, this proposition can be reformulated

in terms of idealizers as follows.   For any right ideal A of R, the subring

A = \x £ R; xA C A\ is called the idealizer of A in R.   A is a two-sided ideal

of A and A/A ~ EndR(R/A) (cf. Robson [9]).

(1.5). Proposition.  Let A be a maximal right ideal of R.   Then R/A is

right R-flat «=» A/A is left A-injective <=> A/A is Ap-complete for every p in A.
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Proof.  Using (1.1), it is easily seen that R/A is right R-flat <=* A/A is

right A-flat.   Now note that A Is a maximal left ideal of A which is two-sided

and apply the left analogue of (1.4).

(1.6). Corollary. // M is a simple module over a commutative ring R, then

M is flat *=* M is injective <=> M is pR-complete for each p in R.

(1.7). Corollary.  // R is a commutative ring, then R is von Neumann

regular if and only if each simple R-module is pR-complete for each p in R.

Remark.  The first equivalence in (1.6) was noted by Ware [ll] who es-

tablished it by a different method.

2. Cyclic modules. If A is an arbitrary two-sided ideal of R, then neither

the implication R/A is right R-flat =» R/A is right R-injective, nor its reverse

need be true as shown by the following examples.

Example 1.  Let R = 11°° ,F., where each F. ~ Z/(2), the field of integers

mod 2.   Then R is a commutative von Neumann regular ring which is not

Artin semisimple and hence has a cyclic flat module which is not injective

(cf. Osofsky [6]).

Example 2.  Let K be a field, x an indeterminate over K and W = i (a.);

(a.), a well-ordered sequence of positive real numbers!.   Form the ring  T =
1 a.

IS^ga.x '; a. £ K and (a.) £ W\ and consider the factor ring R = T/xJ where

/ is the Jacobson radical of T.   R is a commutative local ring with a simple

nonzero socle S = xT/xJ and R/S is R-injective (cf. Caldwell [3]).   But R/S

cannot be R-flat as R is local.

The following proposition gives a condition under which injectivity of

R/A implies its flatness.

(2.1). Proposition. Let each principal right ideal of R be projective and

R/A be pR-complete for each p in R. Then R/A is left R-flat. R/A will

also be right R-flat if, further, R contains no nonzero nilpotent elements.

Proof.   Let a £ A and g: aR —• aR/aA  be the natural map.   Since the

homomorphism /: R/A —> aR/aA defined by f(r + A) = (ar + aA) is an epimor-

phism and aR is projective, there exists a map h: aR —> R/A such that fh =

g.   Then, since R/A is aR-complete, h extends to a homomorphism h : R  —'

R/A.   Let g = fh.   Then g : R —> aR/aA and for any x in aR,g(x) = f(h(x)) =

f(h(x)) = g(x) and so g extends g.   Hence there is an element  (ar + aA) in

aR/aA such that a + aA = (ar + aA)a, or  (a - ara) £ aA, which means that

a £ aA, since ara £ aA.   Thus, by (1.1), R/A is left R-flat.   Further, if a = ax
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2
for some x in A, then  (a - xa)   = 0 so that if R has no nonzero nilpotent

elements then a = xa.   Hence, in this case, R/A is also right R-flat.

(2.2). Corollary.   If R is a commutative ring in which each principal

ideal is projective, then any cyclic module which is pR-complete for each p

in R is flat.

3. More on simple modules.  We consider now the validity of (1.7) in the

noncommutative case.   Call a ring R, an SPI-ring, if each simple right module

is £>R-complete for each p in R.   Rings for which each simple right module

is injective have been called V-rings and studied by Faith [5] and Cozzens

[4].   Since von Neumann regular rings and V-rings are 5P/-rings and there

are von Neumann regular rings which are not V-rings and vice versa (cf. [4]

and [5]), it follows that an SPI-cing need not be a von Neumann regular ring

or a V-ring.   However, 5P/-rings have analogous, but weaker, properties.

(3.1). Proposition.  Let R be an SPI-ring.   Then (i) For each a in R,

there is an x in RaR such that a = ax.   (ii) For each ideal A in R, R/A   is

left R-flat.   (iii) For each maximal right ideal M of R which is two-sided,

R/M is right injective.

Proof. If for some a in R, a /= ax for any x in RaR, then a / aRaR.

Choose a right ideal K maximal with respect to aRaR C K and a £ K. Then

X = (aR + K)/K is a simple right module and hence aR-complete. Thus the

natural map aR —' X is given by left multiplication by an element (ar + K)

of X. In particular, a + K= (ar + K)a, or (a - ara) £ K. Since ara £ aRaR C

K, this gives a £ K, a contradiction. This proves (i). (ii) follows from (i)

and (1.1).   (iii) follows from (ii)and (1.2).

Rings having the property (i) of (3.1) have been called weakly regular

rings and studied in [8].   While, by the above proposition every SP/-ring is a

weakly regular ring, the converse is not true.   For instance, if R is a simple

principal right ideal domain which is not a V-ring (for an example of such a

ring, see [7]), then R is weakly regular but not SPI.

Next, call a ring R a right (left) SF-ring, if each simple right (left) R-

module is flat,   An SF-ring need not be a V-ring and vice versa, again by the

examples of Faith [5] and Cozzens [4].   While every von Neumann regular

ring is a right and left SF-ring, we do not know whether the converse is true.

However we have

(3.2). Proposition.   Let R be a ring such that the left annihilator of any

element of R is also a right ideal.   If R is a right SF-ring, then R is regular.
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Proof.  Let R be right S F and a £ R.   If K is the left annihilator of a in

R, then K is also a right ideal by hypothesis.   If M is a maximal right ideal

of R containing aR + K, then, as R/M is flat, a = xa for some % in M.   Hence

(l-x)eKCMorl £ M, a contradiction.   Therefore  aR + K = R and ar + k =

1 for some r in R and /e in K.   Since  &a = 0, this gives   a = ara.   Thus R is

regular.

We close by noting the following property of SF-rings.

(3.3).  The centre of any right (left) SF-ring is von Neumann regular.

Proof.  From the proof of the above proposition, we have that, if a e C,

the centre of R, then a = ara for some r in R.   Now, just as in the proof of

the fact that the centre of any regular ring is regular in [10], we can show

that a2»3 £ C and a = a(a2ri)a.
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